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About This Game

Wordlase is a word-puzzle game. You need to compile words from the letters of offered one. For example, you can make words
"ant" and "potion" from the letters of "interpolation". But you can't assemble "mol" since there is no "m" letter. You need to

know 3655 unique words and press the button 14568 times to completely finish 30 demo levels. Play, have fun, become
educated!

Remember, you can only use nouns in the game!
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ase root word. the word lase. wordlase badge. wordlase steam. wordlase game. is laser an english word. meaning word lase.
wordlase steam badge

it seems like a good game, assuming your high on LSD. I'm not sure why I enjoyed this game.

I played it because someone suggested it to me for the super easy acheivement, which you can complete in just 10 minutes by
reaching the end of the game and then clicking the credits box on the main menu. (+1 perfect game!)

The music in this game was very nice. I'm honestly not sure what was happening until the end, but even then it made very little
sense. After killing yourself, you are presented with a white screen in which you can type. Now, this made no sense, but after
sending your message, you get to see stars, and if you mouse over the individual stars you can see the messages other players
have typed in.

Now, I don't understand the practicality of this feature, but its interesting nonetheless.

The graphics are decent and the game ran quite well on my low end laptop. A big thing for me is atmosphere and music, and this
game did great with executing that.

A lot of this game made no sense, and it was very short, but I recommend playing and it is an interesting experience.

8.7\/10. Extremely addicting, easy to play, VERY fun. Light of Altair can give you hours of fun on end, and is so addicting that
even if\/when you get stuck and want to stop, it keeps bringing you back. It's a really enjoyable space strategy game. (the review
before this parenthesis was made before i finished it) now upon finishing it, i can still agree to what i said before, but with one
caveat: limited replayability. There is only the story missions to it, with no sandbox\/freeplay or challenge mode, thus limiting
replayability. Still a very good game though!. Personally, I think that this is going to be difficult for anyone to get through
without any assistance. You collect clues quickly, but then you hit a wall towards the end. I played through it with my six year
old, and she was over it by the time we solved the mystery. Still worth the money if you get it in a bundle with the other ND's..
dumb and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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Its an amazing game to play with friends. I really want to enjoy this game. I love the visuals, colors and overall environment of
Lumini. I found that the contols in this game are completely frustrating! I swear (alot) and cringe whenvever I have to get the
"pinwheels" to get going enough to get a door open to procceed is something that is more invasive as chewing on tinfoil. Also,
you lose just about everytime you come near one of the big monsters. All you can do is "shockwave" them to very temporarly
stun them. You can't kill them....just stun. Trying to get away with horrid controls...just adds to the frustration! I really really
want to love this game. If there is an update to make it better, then I am most willing to give it another go. Until then, I will find
a game that is fun....not torture. Try it.....when it's on a REALLY good sale.. Tagged as RPG | Interactive | Survival, it
(apparently) is a complete remastering of ICY which was met with mixed reviews. The developers took the feedback to heart
and revamped the game.

No manual or guides that I could find so you have to figure things out on your own, though the beginning is presented as a
tutorial.

The atmosphere is great and the dialogue choices at the very least give the impression of meaningful choices. Battle is turn-
based for each party; individuals do not attack. This means that, based on selected weapons and individual capabilities, different
attacks and combos are available. Combining those combos (up to 4) determines the action. For example, an arrow attack icon
plus a wall icon results in an attack from cover. There are also combos that don't attack but buff/heal. A lack of skill or weapons
results in less attacks/buffs per round.

Towns have shops and quest-givers; moving around the map has a chance of encounters. Your RPG stats set your odds of having
to fight or sneak away with the loot.

Would definitely recommend at this bargain price. It's enjoyable enough to tear me away from PoE, if only for a couple of
nights.. NOT WORTH THE MONEY, BALANCING ISSUES BREAK THE GAME MAKING IT TO SLOW AND BROKEN
TO PLAY

TO DEV

to get one ship takes at least 3 hours of mining, hoping to get something good only to get ore that you cant refine, then going to a
station where they give you so little money for the quests and materials, that it's like you punish the player for actually try to buy
a bigger ship and then when you do, the mod points are only a little bit better. If I buy a frigate I expect the damn thing to have
30 or more mod points higher then a ♥♥♥♥ing corvette, it's like the bigger ship you go for the more money you spend only to
realise for some reason you can get a corvette that has 10 weapon slots and 120 mod points for cheaper, and the frigate i just got
only have 60 mod points and 6 weapon slots how does that balance out? last time i checked the bigger the ship the
more♥♥♥♥♥♥you can put on it/in it. I know your supposed to explore other solar systems but how are you supposed to do that
when the AI has ships and weapons that out rank yours when they are supposed to be a level 10 shuttle and your in a level 20
frigate but they have 700 shield points and level 50 weapons and they are not a boss explain that to me.. Short review 'cuz
Autumn Sale:

It's good, the hyperspace reality is trippy and cool and there's seemingly infinite expansion in all directions (non-euclidian
geometry in action). There's a lot of enemy variety as you open up new worlds and it's really easy to lose if not paying attention,
but it's also very hard to lose if you analyze every move carefully. And stuff.

. Very nice DLC
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